Book 1

Wai Care Starter Pack
This book will help you to:
Find out if Wai Care is for you
Plan a Wai Care meeting
Produce your own Wai Care
plan
Carry out your activities safely
Get in contact with people
who can assist with your
project
You may decide to get down
to planning before you select
your site, or after you have
carried out some preliminary
information gathering. Either
way this book outlines some
of the considerations and
processes that are common to
water-based care projects.

Wai Care accepts no responsibility for any injury or accident that may occur when
groups or individuals are carrying out the activities described in these books.
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Foreword
The Wai Care books are designed to be

concern for other living things. But things don’t

used by groups or individuals interested in

have to remain this way. It would be heartening

stream protection and enhancement.

It is an

to think that all would be well as soon as we

action-based program that is founded on the

stopped dumping junk into our waterways.

principle that prevention is better than cure. The

Unfortunately it isn’t that simple. Turning back

ultimate goal of Wai Care is to restore waterway

the tide on environmental damage takes careful

health; reducing the effects that people have on

planning, lots of effort and commitment and in

waterways as much as possible and taking

some cases a lot of money.

steps to rehabilitate waterways damaged by our
day to day activities.

Learning how to care for our environment is
something we can all join in, in our own way.

By working towards this goal we will also be

Be assured that your contribution can make a

achieving an additional benefit - healthy estuar-

difference. Ultimately education of young and

ies and beaches, as everything we do on the

old alike is the key to a better future.

land ultimately affects the sea. Nobody in
Auckland is proud of urban waterways devoid of
life, litter strewn estuaries, beaches declared
unsafe to swim at, or shellfish too contaminated
to eat. Letting these situations continue is surely
an indictment of our lifestyle, and our lack of

Never doubt what a group of concerned citizens
can achieve as the experience of Waterwatch
Australia has proven. Also remember the
universal environmental catch-phrase ‘Think
globally act locally’.
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Introduction
All living things need water to survive, including

catchments and consequently have only small

us. People can last for many weeks without any

flows to dilute any wastes that get into them.

food but only a matter of days without water.
Countries have gone to war over sources of
water and there is less clean water and more of
us each day. Of particular importance in New
Zealand, the spiritual and cultural essence of

Urbanisation of catchments, with the physical
interference that this brings, further complicates
the situation for stream life by modification of the
land, the stream itself and the quantity and
quality of what runs off the land into it.

Maori people is driven by their relationship with
water. For stream life the situation is even more
critical. Both the quality and quantity of water is
important for their survival, and too much or too

The recent State of New Zealand’s Environment
report (1997) outlines some pressures on our
water resources, of particular relevance.

little of either can have drastic effects on the

“Urban

health of aquatic ecosystems.

problems in some areas (e.g., Auckland),

Auckland is a water-dominated environment, from
our three magnificent harbours, many beautiful
beaches, sheltered estuarine areas to our many
fragile streams. However clean water is scarce,
very scarce in an urbanised environment like
Auckland, even though it may not seem like that
some times. What makes our streams fragile is
that they are relatively short with small

stormwater

causes

serious

polluting estuaries and harbours with
sediment and toxic substances (e.g.
heavy metals and hydrocarbons derived
from motor vehicles) and, in some cases,
infiltrating

and

flooding

sewerage

systems. Stormwater quality is often
similar to that of secondary treated
sewage.”
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It is not only water quality and quantity that are
under pressure:
“ The

natural

quality

of

estuarine

character
many

waters

and

habitat

freshwater

has

and

been lost

or

degraded by drainage, construction of
flood control channels and stopbanks,
development,
vegetation,

removal

waste

of

disposal,

riparian
urban

stormwater and agricultural run-off”
This photo shows the disastrous consequences
of a spill of fuel from a petrol station on the
aquatic life of an Auckland stream during the
summer ‘low-flow’ period.
The Wai Care Manual has been prepared in book
form so that it is easier for groups to find the
information they need depending on their skills
and experience. The following diagram shows
all the books and basic descriptions of the
information they contain. The complete set
will enable you to develop and refine your
programme over time, but you will also be able
to ‘dive straight in’ if you have a specifc
information requirement.
Care of your own immediate environment is
central to the Wai Care concept so we suggest that
all group members start with Book 7 ‘Clean Up
Your Act’.

For group activities, completing this

book and creating a Wai Care plan is essential
before tackling the rest of the books.
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Our Wai Care project
!What is a catchment?

!What is Wai Care?

!How do they work?

!What tests do I use?

!How do we select a
catchment to care for?

!How do I do a visual test
or sample water quality?

!How do I get information
about my care catchment?

!How do I sample the
aquatic life of my stream?

!How do we assess
catchment features?

!How do I describe the
features of stream habitat?

Wai Care
Video

!What is it trying to do?
!What’s in the manual?

book 2

book 3

!How do I plan my care
project?

Auckland’s
Catchments

Field Manual

!What are the
quick reference
instructions for
doing all the
tests?

book 4

book 1
Wai Care
Starter Pack

What are the tests
and how do I
conduct them?

Field
Handbook

book 7
Clean Up
Your Act
!How can I make
sure I don’t pollute
my stream?

book 5

book 9

Data
Management &
Interpretation

Wai Care
Education
Resource Kit
!How does Wai Care
work in schools
!What are the objectives,
learning experiences
and teaching resources
in the programmes?

book 8

book 6

!How do we manage
our data?

Taking
Action

Fact Sheets

!How do we present
our data?

!What can we do to make
my stream better?
!How do we conduct
a litter clean up?
!How do we rehabilitate
our stream?
!How do we communicate
our actions with the
community?

!What are the causes,
effects and solutions
to the problems we
found?
!What do the technical
terms mean?

!How do we link
data from a range
of tests to make
conclusions?

Wai Care
Video
Wai Care
Co-ordinator
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What is Wai Care?

The Wai Care programme has emerged out of a

It will probably be of surprise to most people that

growing awareness of the serious impact of

many of the things we do in everyday life, at

human activities on the health of our streams,

home, school, community centres such as

lakes and estuaries. It is part of a trend where

Marae, and at work ultimately adds to the

community ‘care’ groups are starting to take

pollution of our regions waterways.

responsibility for their local waterways. It is also
a way of recognising the existing Kaitiaki and
care role that Maori and other groups have.
Wai Care focuses on relationships between the
land and water. This means that we are on the
lookout for water pollution, and other holistic
indicators of waterway health. It also means that
we take a look at how different catchments
function, and the things people do (particularly
ourselves) that changes them.
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The source of the name
‘Wai Care’
“Wai” is the Maori name for water. To Maori
people, the term “wai” encapsulates all the

Tiakina nga wai o tenei rohe.
Care for all water forms in this region.

different forms of water that exist. From the most
sacrosanct pure water sources used for healing
and spiritual purposes, through to sea and tidal
waters and even those waterways that have

The phrase “Wai Care” plays on the dual
Maori-English references of “tiaki wai” and
“why care for water”. This makes it relevant to
both Maori and non-Maori cultures while

been debased by human pollution1.

highlighting why we should care for the regions
In Maori thought, “Wai” is seen as the lifeblood

waterways3.

of people and the environment - without it we
cannot survive. This is illustrated by the

The Wai Care programme recognises the
importance of the kaitiaki relationship of Tangata

whakatauki:

Whenua with waterways in the region. It also
He huahua te kai? E, he wai te kai2.

recognises that the role of kaitiaki, in Maori

Are preserved birds the best food?

cultural terms, can only be fulfilled by Tangata

Ah, no, water is the best food.

Whenua

The importance of clean fresh water to all people

Wai Care is designed to support this

is intensified for Tangata Whenua by the

Kaitiaki

spiritual-metaphysical

and

/Hapu/Iwi with Wai Care kits AND

understanding they attach to “Wai”. The need to

encouraging communities in the region

care and protect these relationships and to

to take responsibility for the health of

protect the core spiritual-physical essence of

local waterways.

relationships

role

by

equipping

Marae

tribal waterways gives rise to their role as
“Kaitiaki” or “hunga tiaki”. The term “tiaki” means
“to care and protect” and for Maori, it means
protection in accordance with ancestral tribal
obligations.

1 Douglas, T.K. (1984). He Timatanga: Maori Perceptions of Water and Environment. OC No. 27, Centre for Maori Studies and
Research, Waikato University.
2 Brougham (Ed). (1987). Karetu p112.
3 The name ‘Wai Care’ was decided upon in conjunction with certain members of tangata whenua of the region at a number of meetings
(hui) to discuss the care of streams at the offices of the Auckland Regional Council in August-October 1999.
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But why care, andWai Care?
Our appreciation of nature and awareness that

have shown that ‘ordinary’ people can make a

‘our’ water resources also belong to the other

difference. These groups contribute to the

species that depend on them has increased

continuing role that Tangata Whenua have as

greatly in recent years. Increased recognition of

kaitiaki of water resources on behalf of future

Tikanga Maori, that is Maori cultural and

generations.

spiritual practices, has contributed to this
awareness. The dramatic growth in the tourism
and recreation industries also reinforces this
need for environmental protection.

As you work through the Wai Care programme
you will no doubt reach the conclusion that the
link between human activity and water quality is
very strong. For this reason changing behaviour

‘Care’ groups are relatively new in this country,

and values on our part is bound to result in

but have already proven to be very successful in

significant improvement in catchment health.

many different situations. Beach Care and Land

We are not only part of the problem - we are also

Care groups are dotted around the country and

part of the solution!

What can be achieved?
Wai Care is not just about monitoring. Using your

learn valuable skills and gather valuable

monitoring results to develop practical action

information to influence decisions affecting

plans for restoring, enhancing or protecting our

waterways in your area.

precious freshwater resources is fundamental
to the Wai Care process. Tangata Whenua can
use Wai Care as a means of monitoring and
protecting in accordance with their kaitiaki role.

catchment you may discover problems that do
not require monitoring before they can be fixed.
Some ‘tried-and-true’ strategies can be started

Action plans can range from regular checks on

right away. Using the ARC stencil provided

waterway health to planting trees and other

with your manual to mark warnings beside

plants to improve instream habitat quality.

stormwater grates, litter clean ups and planting

You could make a video, survey the local

beside stream banks are all positive actions

community about their knowledge of their

that will result in predictable environmental

waterways, or network with other Wai Care

improvement.

groups, telling them about your group and your
activities. By acting on your results you will have
a positive effect on the quality of local streams,

8

As you begin to gather information about your
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Not

surprisingly

though,

‘Cleaning

up

your act’ is one of the first and most
fundamental steps you should take.

Wai Care objectives
! Produce a database from which to analyse

The objectives of Wai Care are:
! To develop community awareness of the

trends in water quality;

effects that we all have on waterways and

! Identify areas where riparian vegetation,

promote changes in behavior to minimise

instream habitat, and/or water quality need

those effects;

improvement and decide how this can

! To encourage and assist communities to

be achieved.

take positive actions and, in doing so, gain a

To achieve these objectives the Wai Care

better understanding of the connections

programme has followed the lead of other

between ecosystems and the importance of

stream ‘care’ programmes. Gross pollution

sustainable use of natural resources;

events can be identified using visual and smell

! To respect and support the kaitiaki role of
Tangata Whenua of the region by; developing
working partnerships with Marae, Hapu
and/or Iwi groups and by contributing to the

checks and reported and remedied. Less
obvious influences on stream water quality
can

be

determined

by

assessments

of

temperature, pH, conductivity, water clarity,
dissolved oxygen, nutrients and bacteria.

clean up and protection of waterways;

We recommend that groups use riparian
! To provide links between existing monitoring
programmes and groups within different
catchments to promote an exchange of

vegetation,

stream

habitat,

and

biological

(stream life) surveys to gauge the biological
health of streams and surrounding land.

information and ideas;
! To

further

enhance

government

in

the

role

conserving

the

of

local

natural

environment.
In particular Wai Care groups set out to:
! Establish ‘care’ relationships with appropriate
Tangata Whenua groupings in the area of the
streams they wish to monitor;
! Survey streams to assess their present
condition;
! Ident ify areas where there is pollut ion
and ensure that the causes are identified
and remedied;

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Wai Care objectives
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Kaitiaki monitoring
Tangata Whenua have specific measures
through which to monitor the spiritual and
physical health of waterways. Tikanga Maori
and customary indicators based on intimate
knowledge of their tribal environment will
contribute to and in most cases correspond to
the knowledge gained from scientific testing.
Hapu/Iwi values and practices relating to water
continue despite conflicting practices in the
community/industry and even though new
monitoring programmes may be run by councils.
Sections 5, 6(e), 7(a) and 8 of the Resource
Management Act 1991 require councils to
actively protect the ability of Iwi/Hapu to care for
their natural resources including water; and to
actively protect the relationship of Tangata
Whenua with these resources as kaitiaki. The
ARC’s Regional Policy Statement (3.4.14) requires
direct involvement of Iwi in the management of
their taonga. Each Iwi has its own management
plan that outlines how it intends for water within
its tribal boundaries to be managed.
Iwi may develop their monitoring initiatives or
separate initiatives in partnership with councils.
Wai Care will contribute to these monitoring
projects but should be seen as working in
conjunction with, rather than independent of Iwi
monitoring programmes.
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Other water monitoring
programmes
Wai Care has not been created in isolation.

conditions which occur in urban Auckland. The

Successful

overseas,

support material for SHMAK and Stream Sense

including Waterwatch (Australia), Adopt-a-Stream

can be obtained through the Wai Care steering

(USA) and from New Zealand, Stream Sense and

committee, and other useful information can be

the Stream Health Monitoring and Assessment

obtained through the internet, on our website,

Kit (SHMAK) have been used as the basis for this

http://waicare.org.nz which is linked to most of

programme and adapted to suit the unique

the organisations listed above.

programmes

from

Your Wai Care plan
Useful plans have clearly defined, achievable

business or councils you will need to form

objectives that provide solutions to problems

partnerships and working relationships.

affecting the quality of your stream or
catchment. Most projects involve investigations
and observations that attempt to define the
problem/s, and it is important that the ‘tools’ you
select can resolve the questions you seek to
answer. Your plan will also need to fit with the
time, resources, skills and interest that you have
within your group.

Partnerships with Iwi,
Hapu or Marae
Forming partnerships with Iwi, Hapu and/or
Marae from the time your Wai Care group is
established, will acknowledge their kaitiaki role
and gain you more support. Tangata Whenua can
help your group understand the history of the

Wai Care partnerships

waterway you are concerned with, knowledge of

Some of the problems that affect your chosen

they monitor its health. They may wish to be

catchment will require ongoing effort if your goal

directly involved as part of your particular Wai

is to maintain a healthy waterway, and you may

Care initiative or they may wish to develop a

need the support of people outside your group

separate monitoring programme. Either way, it

from time to time. The establishment of your

will be helpful to establish communication with

Wai Care group will contribute to the monitoring

Tangata Whenua early in you planning process to

roles of Hapu and Iwi and of district and

get off to a good start. Invite Marae and Iwi reps

regional

community

to your planning meetings. This may encourage

support, “buy in” and acceptance from local Iwi

you to identify objectives together and to share

and sponsorship or financial support by local

knowledge and resources.

councils.

To

achieve

their relationships with it and the ways in which

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
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Not all problems require lots of effort and

despite the fact that most urban waterways

resources however. Smaller-scale activities such

in

as setting up an intensive visual monitoring

considerably narrower than this. Your Wai Care

programme to track down the source of regular

group could lobby local government to ensure

pollution incidents may result in equally

that these waterways get the statutory protection

significant

that they deserve.

outcomes

for

your

catchment.

Different problems require different strategies.
An example of long-term change is in the area of
district or regional planning documents which
must be reviewed on a regular basis (5 yearly).
It may surprise you that most district plans
provide for little or no protection of Auckland
waterways less than 3 metres wide. This is

Auckland

with

year-round

flows

are

Partnerships with councils
Forming a partnership with council response
units, or other service providers, is essential and
will provide your group with the legal clout to
tackle a particularly difficult problem that could
have consequences for the whole catchment.

The planning meeting
Your Wai Care Planning Meeting is about
developing a clear idea of what your Wai Care
project is going to look like. These are different to
the briefing meetings - where you are given
the opportunity to learn about the Wai Care
programme, and to share your ideas and information.

At your first meeting you will need to clarify
the expectations and aspirations of the people
within your group. The views of all group
members are important in the selection process
and it could be useful to enlist the services of an

Planning meetings are essential if you are going

independent facilitator for your first gathering.

to gain the support and commitment of others in

This is particularly important if there is a

your ‘neighbourhood’. Securing the resources to

pressing issue in your catchment, or if you think

make your project happen will also be a lot easier

there will be some different views on what your

if you can show that you are working to a shared

group approach should be.

vision for your community, and catchment.
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Gain consensus within your group

Look for skills and experience

During your planning meeting
it will be important to:

It is not uncommon for people with skills in water

Identify

bank planting to be present in the group. Make

Who/which groups or people should be involved,

sure that you check for hidden talents before

including Iwi/Marae groups.

embarking on your project.

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
The planning meeting

sampling, identification of stream life or stream

‘A camel is a horse designed by committee’

If your group does not possess skills in some
essential areas then these can be drawn into
your group in other ways. Retired teachers,
scientists or people with other useful skills may
be quite receptive to an approach for assistance,
especially if they are ‘locals’.
Each component of a project requires a certain

your experience and level of support increases.
You may be able to select activities, or target
areas that will give you best return for your initial
input. Small successes will maintain the
enthusiasm of your group, and attract the
interest of others in your area - nothing succeeds
like success!

set of skills, and most tasks are best undertaken
together. Recruiting people is rarely difficult - the
projects are not only meaningful, they can also
be a lot of fun!
Some thoughts to bare in mind as you work
through your plan include:

There is potential for you to make
a difference
There are usually many opportunities for
bringing about positive change in a catchment.
Occasionally you could encounter a more
difficult or apparently insurmountable problem.

Keep it simple
It is easy to underestimate how difficult and

Contact your Wai Care co-ordinator and/or
council for help if you are not sure where to start.

time consuming projects to test, clean up and
rehabilitate a waterway can be. Start small and
build up the size of your project over time, as

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
The planning meeting
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Your Wai Care project plan
Putting together your Wai Care Plan is an
essential step towards developing a clear idea of
how you want to structure your project, and the
specific set of resources you will require. Your
plan will no doubt need updating from time to
time, as progress is made, circumstances
change or you discover more problems!

Your Wai Care vision
The Wai Care vision is working together for
healthy waterways.

What are the ultimate

goals of your Wai Care project? What would you
like to ‘see’ if you could look twenty years into
the future?

! Maintaining a litter and rubbish free streambed
and riparian margin.
! Assessing the impact of household activities
on stream health in the local area.
! To produce and provide education material to
people in our catchment about problems in
our stream.
! To rehabilitate a section of stream riparian
margin using appropriate plants.
As your group gets to know more about your
chosen catchment you will discover new things
that will help you refine your objectives. The

To help you define your vision you could consult

information you collect will be relevant to local

your local councils. Councils produce vision

and regional council databases for your area too.

statements in their regional and strategic plans
(respectively) and these can be a source of
many good ideas.

Your objectives
How can you encourage people in the community
to value, care for and improve the environment?

Developing positive relationships with other
resource users within your catchment (e.g.
businesses, landowners and other residents) is an
essential part of successful and sustainable projects.
Try to avoid getting into conflict situations or putting
yourself at risk. Leave it to statutory agencies to
take on people who pollute the environment.

This part of the plan asks you to break down
your vision into manageable and achievable
‘chunks’ or ‘objectives’ how you expect to
achieve your vision in practical terms.

The Wai Care ‘tool box’
After you have established your objectives and
decided where and how to start your programme

You will probably develop your objectives after
you have consulted with Iwi/Marae and the other
groups in your community that have an interest
in your programme.
If some of your objectives are different from
those of other groups you may want to record
theirs separately.

Some possible objectives:
! Water quality monitoring and stream health
assessment.
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it is time to think about the tests and surveys you
will need to carry out. The ‘Tool Box’ checklist
is designed to help you to plan this aspect of
your project.
Which tests to carry out, where to monitor and
when to monitor will be explained in the
following pages. If you are not sure about some
of these decisions, your Wai Care co-ordinator
may be able to give you some further guidance.

Deciding which
parameters to monitor
Your selection of tests, surveys and assessments

While they are thorough, the procedures

should be based on the range of indicators of

presented

waterway pollution you expect to find, or want to

procedures can be carried out in the field and are

track down. This process can be quite complex

relatively quick and easy to perform. The

and most groups start with a combination of

methods and equipment recommended for Wai

physical, chemical and biological features to

Care have been trialed by council pollution

establish the overall health or biological integrity

control officers and are used by other water

of their stream.

monitoring groups in New Zealand.

In urbanised catchments loss of stream quality

Although many of the Wai Care methods do not

is rarely linked to one cause. In fact urbanised

produce precise results they can still be of great

catchments are affected by more than one type of

value as indicators of water quality problems.

human activity which individually may be small

The fact that many waterways (and estuaries)

but their combined effect can be significant.

are not monitored at all adds greatly to the value

Often it is difficult or impossible to trace the

of community monitoring initiatives.

source of a problem and catchment-wide
education may be the only option.

here

are

fairly

simple.

Most

The key to getting good quality information is
ensuring that the sampling and test procedures

Table 2 “Effects of urbanisation in streams” in

are followed carefully.

Book 2, “Auckland’s Catchments”, is useful for

good results from poor quality samples or from

selecting parameters to suit your objectives.

inadequate

As you work through the ‘Tool Box’ remember
that assessment of stream (and catchment)
health is complex so it is important to conduct
a

reasonably

wide

range

of

tests

and

It is impossible to get

procedures,

no

matter

how

sophisticated the testing equipment. If you hope
to use your information for formal reporting the
development of your own quality assurance plan
is essential.

surveys. A comprehensive, holistic monitoring

For examples of how human activities affect

programme will help you to interpret your

streams and the ‘right’ way to do things refer to

results more meaningfully, and to spot errors

the ‘Keep our Streams Clean’ poster in the back

more easily.

pocket of the manual

After establishing baseline conditions you may
identify a specific problem and decide to focus
on a few key factors. This will make it easier to
carry out monitoring more frequently, and is
particularly important if you are trying to track
down the source of a specific pollutant.

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Deciding which parameters to monitor
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The “tool box”
The list of survey/test methods can be used as a kind of monitoring menu, selecting the range that
suit your objectives at any given time.

Survey/Test
Habitat
Habitat assessment -

What it Measures

How Measured

!

!

riparian and instream

An indication of the life support

Habitat assessment along a

capacity of the stream and

stretch of the stream. Each

pressures from adjacent land use.

parameter is given a score.

Biological assessment
Macroinvertebrate survey

!

Abundance and diversity of

!

Use nets to collect aquatic

aquatic macroinvertebrates.

invertebrates and assess the

Indicates the overall health of

results by calculating a score.

the water body and level of
biotic integrity.
Bacterial indicators

!

Numbers of bacterial indicator

!

Standard bacterial test

organisms indicates likely

techniques using growth

presence of ‘pathogens’ in the

media.

waterway.

Physical Features
Temperature

!

Temperature of the water.

!

Turbidity/visual clarity

!

Murkiness of the water (relates

!Clarity tube.

Thermometer.

to the amount of suspended
particles in the waterbody and
to water colour).
Water flow

!

Volume and speed of water flow.

!Flow head rod (or floating
object) x stream cross section.

Chemical Characteristics
pH

!

Acidity or alkalinity of the water.

!

pH test strips.

Dissolved oxygen (DO)

!

Amount of oxygen in the

!

AccuVac colorimetric DO test.

water, which is essential for
the survival of most organisms.
Nitrates

!

Amount of nitrates in the

!Nitrate test strips.

water, which indicates organic
enrichment.
Phosphates

!

Amount of phosphate in the

!Phosphate colorimetric method.

water. Indicates the potential for
eutrophic conditions to develop.
Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD)

!

The amount of oxygen used by
microorganisms to break down
organic matter.
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!

Measure the amount of DO
and then again after 5 days.

Choosing monitoring sites
Although general features of a catchment can be
assessed in your catchment field survey, you
will need to choose sections of your stream for
some of your different monitoring activities.
Visual/smells checks and water quality tests
will be at specific points on the bank (or in
the

stream)

but

habitat

and

stream

life

assessments use a long section of the
waterway - maybe 100m either side of your
specific point in the stream.

Quick assessment methods
At the simplest level Wai Care monitoring
involves looking for obvious signs of stream
water pollution and checking for unusual and
‘unnatural’ smells.
The use of rapid assessment methods may
enable your group to carry out an intensive
monitoring regime and track down the source of
intermittent pollution. Because you carry the
necessary ‘equipment’ with you it may be
possible to link frequent observations with
group member’s walking or jogging schedules.
If you establish a catchment network your
group could cover a number of sites more or
less consecutively.

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Choosing monitoring sites
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More comprehensive methods
The selection of site/s for more comprehensive
monitoring will depend largely on your goals, and
on practical considerations such as access and
safety. Safety considerations are covered in
some detail in this book and in the Field
Manual (Book 3) and Field Handbook (Book 4).

Access
will not be in public ownership and permission
will be needed before you can gain access.
Experience to date has shown that direct contact,
explanatory letters and phone calls are all
successful methods of gaining access for
In some cases new

(if possible) or water at least 20 cm deep
! open flat area nearby to lay out testing equipment
and big enough for your group to work
! shallow riffle or run areas for biological tests
! accessible all year round and easy to describe

! a reasonable distance downstream from any
drain (to allow mixing of water)
! above tidal influence (unless you are
targeting saltwater influences)
! stable site that will not wash away during floods
! shade trees present

converts are also gained in this way, particularly

Remember that the site needs to have typical

from industrial sites. In any case the property

features

owners should be kept informed of your group’s

More specific guidelines for selecting suitable

progress and ‘results’ as a matter of courtesy.

monitoring points within the stream can be found

Other considerations for site
selection

in the sections dealing with water quality

It is unlikely that you will be able to find sites
that have all the ‘ideal’ characteristics and the
final choice should be primarily driven by
safety considerations.
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! easy and safe access to mid stream water

and locate

In some cases your desired sampling locations

monitoring activities.

Useful features include:
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of

the

waterway

in

sampling and biological surveys.

your

area.

Timing of your
monitoring results
How often you undertake monitoring will depend

programme is working effectively you would

on the goals of your group and how much time

expect a reduction in the frequency and severity

they have to invest. The Wai Care quick

of the recorded impacts over time. The information

assessment methods are designed to be carried

is also valuable to service providers, such as

out as and when possible, but other more

councils, so that they can assess the magnitude

comprehensive monitoring methods have more

of problems and decide where best to target

clearly defined ‘best’ frequencies (see page 23).

proactive investigations and education initiatives.

By selecting and timing your tests and surveys

b. More detailed monitoring
strategies

carefully you should be able to get the best
results from the time you have available.
Less frequent information gathering is required
for factors or parameters that change slowly,
such as stream habitat, stormwater systems or
land use changes.

a. Quick assessments
Unfortunately any assessment you carry out in
the stream is only a snapshot of its quality at the
time you are there. A discharge of some sort
could occur the moment you pack up and leave,
but its damaging effects may be around for a
long time. Round-the-clock monitoring devices

If you are carrying out baseline monitoring for
detailed assessment it is essential that you
follow the appropriate procedures and sample at
consistent intervals. For example, if you have a
monthly regime try to stick to it otherwise your
data will be less useful for trend analysis
purposes. Collecting an adequate data set may
take several years if the frequency of monitoring
is low (e.g. quarterly) and less time as frequency
increases.

The longer you collect information

the better your understanding of your stream,
and human influences on it, will be.

are available but they are very expensive to
purchase and maintain and they are not capable
of measuring all pollutants.

They may also

reveal little about the source of the discharge.
Wai Care advocates the next best thing - making
visual assessment as frequently as possible.

Because natural seasonal effects might worsen
or mask an impact from human activities, you
will need to conduct impact studies for long
enough to gather conclusive evidence of a
suspected problem. If you want to monitor the
effects

If you notice anything different or unusual refer
to the decision support sheet for some clues
about whether the differences noted are likely to
be a problem or not.

of

specific

events

or

land

use

influences you can select a few key parameters
as ‘indicators’ of effects.

For example testing

for sewage discharge effects should centre
on testing for nutrients (nitrate, nitrite and

It is very important to remember that not finding

phosphorus) and bacteria (E. coli) rather than the

problems is also valuable information, and could

whole range of parameters.

be a measure of your success! In fact if your

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Timing of your monitoring results
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Why do it?

Visual / Smell
quick assessment

Baseline studies

is a quick observation
" This
with your eyes and nose

is a comprehensive collection
" This
of reference data to establish what

to determine if there is
something unusual or
unnatural
useful and identifies
" Very
obvious signs of pollution

the stream is like most of the time
for future comparisons if
" Helpful
change occurs in the catchment
seasonally or an impact event
also establish whether
" Could
water meets discharge standards
where a permit is held
(compliance monitoring)

a site with safe
a safe site that will
" Select
" Choose
access eg. Road or foot bridge
represent as much of the

What sort of site?

or a public walkway

catchment as possible. Bridges
are also good for ease of access

" Must be out of tidal influence
catchments-1 site, large
" Small
catchments 1 on each tributary

s
site

rea
ch

ch
rea

How often?
This will also depend on
time and resources of the
group but here is a guideline.

frequently as possible
" As
could be
" Observations
included in regular jogging
or walking schedules

consistent intervals, eg monthly,
" Atseasonally
shorter your intervals the
" The
sooner you will begin to understand
your stream and its influences
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What type of monitoring?
Impact assessment

Long term impact trend monitoring

to assess effect of some form
to assess if land use affects
" Tofesting
" Ttheesting
land use, a discharge or a natural
stream over time, eg sub-division,
event which is different from the norm

industry, sewage discharge or stream
restoration. This could -provide a data
base for a trend analysis

safe reference, upstream site is
safe locations, one above and one
" 2below
" Aessential
and must be comparable in
the point of suspected impact
all other aspects to other downstream
be sampled sequentially and
sites eg.flow, bottom substrate so that
" Must
quickly
you are measuring only the effects of
the particular impact
test must be tested first
" Downstream
and far enough away so that waste is
fully mixed

esting will be concentrated but will
" At regular intervals
" Tneed
to be carried out long enough to
gain enough conclusive evidence of
problem
may choose to only monitor a few
" You
applicable parameters
WAI CARE STARTER PACK
What type of monitoring
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Care Component

Activity
Stormwater infrastructure changes

Catchment inventory

Land use development
Industry changes

Vegetation mapping

Stream survey (physical)

Stream reach mapping
Habitat assessment

Water insects
Fish

Stream survey (biological)

Tests for general parameters

Stream water quality

Specific pollutants
Stream flow

Visual/smells

22
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Floating froth/foam/scum
Colour of water
Stream bottom covering
Water smell

Suggested ’best’ monitoring frequencies
Suggested Best Frequency

Comments
essential feedback to other stakeholders (eg Councils)
" Provides
about changes in your catchment that affect quality
of stream changes can occur more frequently during
" Updates
any stream work

Annually

Biannually

essential feedback to other stakeholders (eg Councils)
" Provides
about changes in your catchment that affect quality
of stream changes can occur more frequently during
" Updates
any stream work
assesments should be carried out during any stream
" Habitat
life surveys

Quarterly / Seasonally

to collect samples each season so that the full range
" Preferable
of aquatic community is represented
summer collections have large specimens making
" Late
identification easier
that at least two weeks have elapsed since flood flow
" Ensure
conditions to allow for insect numbers to re-establish
flows in summer may result in greater pollution effects
" Lower
being shown
monitoring may be chosen at other times in response to
" Impact
problems

Weekly

long term pollution effects on streams which can’t
" Determines
be found by visual tests
assessments may be related to specific locations,
" Impact
events or activities out of the ‘normal’ sequence

Daily*

Monthly

Monthly

*Many times per day if possible

" Finds obvious pollution events happening
pollution events that have happened and left some clues
" Finds
" Give some clues to type of sources and locations
WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Suggested ‘best’ monitoring frequencies
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Taking action
The Wai Care programme places a heavy
emphasis on getting communities involved in
positive action. Results lead to action.
Although it is difficult to predict what action you
will want or need to take before you embark on
your project the prospect of taking action will
require you to think about a number of things:
what kind of funding could be required? What
skills/expertise will be needed? What kind of
partnerships could be helpful, and so on.
Look in Book 8 ‘Taking Action’, if you want some
ideas for this stage of your project.

Communication and
networking
Don’t become reclusive when you start your Wai
Care project. Tell people about it. You will be
amazed how quickly your numbers swell, and
enthusiasm grows. Wai Care is interesting and
fun! Tell people about what you are doing, not
just your test results. People are interested in
your projects, partnerships, special events and
your observations and feelings.
You can use a variety of methods, from the
media and newsletters to ‘one-off’ awareness
raising campaigns to let people know what your
group is up to. The Internet is also a good method
of communication and can link your group to a
whole network of water monitoring/catchment
care groups.
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Who’s involved
It’s vital that there is more than one person in your group to run your Wai Care
project. Wai Care can be a significant undertaking and will probably require
lots of support to keep it going. Share the burden (not all the administrative
tasks are fun!), keep things simple to start with and don’t be afraid to delegate.
People thrive on responsibility and like to be kept involved.
Don’t forget to look after your sponsors and the people who make
contributions to your project. The media is a good way to acknowledge their
support and give credit to those that participate in your group. The media is
also an effective way of highlighting your achievements in the community.
Your programme partner/s can be given opportunities to interact directly with
your group as guest speakers, through ‘open days’ that showcases their role
in your community and through discussions on the Marae organised in
conjunction with Iwi reps about Iwi/Hapu values relating to water. Some may
like to be kept informed of your activities through a written report, and
property owners are always keen to get the results from tests carried out
at their place.
Keeping people involved and informed can be time consuming, but it also
increases the chances that their contributions are continued.
Being a part of Wai Care involves a major voluntary commitment from your
group however there is also a significant investment and ongoing cost for Wai
Care to resource and support you. Costs to Wai Care include: provision of all
your sampling equipment and a manual costs around $2000; refreshment of
chemicals costs $1000 per year; and support from your co-ordinator costs
around $3,000 per year. There are many more groups Auckland-wide that
want to be part of Wai Care than we can hope to support each year. For
these reason Wai Care will require that your group commit to a goodwill
memorandum. This memorandum will clearly state what Wai Care will provide
but will also require you to present an achievable ‘Care Plan’.
In the unfortunate event that your group’s activities stray outside of the
broad boundaries of the Wai Care philosophy we will request that your kit
and manual be returned so it can be used by one of the groups on our
‘waiting list’.

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
Who’s involved
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Wai Care
plan
(please photocopy)
Developing a clear idea of your Wai Care project

Wai Care vision: working together for healthy waterways

a

Our Wai Care vision

b

Our Wai Care objectives

c

Our monitoring toolbox

The vision of our Wai Care project is:

Notes
Catchment inventory and mapping
Visual/smell assessments
Water quality tests
Physical characteristics
Biological assessments
Habitat assessments
Others
Features etc to regularly observe
Sites (number and location)
1

D = daily W = weekly M = monthly Q = quarterly E = event

Frequency1

d

Taking action
In Wai Care results lead to action. Some ideas for action are:

(examples from other groups include stencilling stormwater grates, providing data and information to
council, community newsletters, ‘open days’, involving media in awareness campaigns)

e

Communicating and networking

Wai Care is about working together.

It is important that you keep in touch wth others and establish a supportive network.

Regularly send test results
and information to:

Contacts

Tangata Whenua (Iwi, Hapu, Marae)
Local school/s
Local/regional council
Enviromental groups
Project partner/s
Others

Other reporting opportunities:
Newsletters

Which

When

Contact

Reports

To

When

Prepared by

Presentations

To

When

Prepared by

Newspapers

Which

When

Contact

Other

Which

When

Contact

f

Who’s involved
(Key people within your group)

Name

Responsibility
Tangata Whenua liaison
Safety plan, gear & checks

g

Incident management procedure

Name
Pollution Control (Regional)

24 Hour Contact Phone
377 3 1 07

Pollution Control (Local Council)
Sewer System Operator

h

Reviewing our Wai Care project

When
How / what aspects
Initiated by

i

Reviewing our Wai Care project

Unsafe site features
Unsafe aspects of monitoring
Safety equipment list

Other procedures
and/or contingencies

Phone/Fax/Email

Things to keep in mind
Before you begin your Wai Care project, there are

of specific safety procedures and to obtain

a few things to keep in mind:

appropriate safety equipment. Your Wai Care

1. Safety and health

co-ordinator or local council can provide you with
advice on basic safety gear.

Dangers include

Participant safety is of paramount importance

both things you can see, such as unstable

when carrying out Wai Care work. The general

ground or sharp objects, and those you can’t like

guidelines below should be followed carefully,

pollutants (bacteria or toxic chemicals).

but it is up to your group to develop a series

WAI CARE STARTER PACK
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a. Sampling sites

contaminate yourself with water or with

! Select sites that have safe and easy access to

chemicals used for testing. Some procedures

waters edge
! Avoid sites that have steep, slippery or unstable

also require safety glasses
! Remove gloves when finished testing

banks or adjacent to deep swiftly flowing water

! Be particularly careful if you have cuts or

! Complete a safety/hazard checklist for each

abrasions. Wounds must be covered to

site and include these with your record
sheets, as a reminder of site specific safety
considerations
! Do not enter the water barefoot and be careful
of hidden objects, holes, prickly vegetation
etc. Never put your feet in places where you
cannot see. Avoid sites that have rubbish and
sharp objects protruding from the banks

prevent contact with water
! Wear suitable clothing and footwear, including
sturdy waterproof shoes or boots with a good
grip
! Dress for the weather and don’t forget your
hat and sunscreen in summer
! Bring a fully-stocked first aid kit with you to
the sampling site, including a sterile saline

! Conduct macroinvertebrates sampling in
water less than knee deep
! Be careful when sampling from bridges to
avoid traffic hazards
! Never enter enclosed spaces such as
culverts or manholes to take samples due

eyewash
! When sampling near water which is deep or
fast-flowing wear a life jacket. If you do fall
in, swim across the current to safety, not
against it

c. Buddies

to the potential for harmful gas build-up in
these places

For chemical dangers, remember:
! Follow manufacturers guidelines for handling
and disposal of any chemicals

least two others. If one of you is injured, one
person can go for help and one can stay with
the injured person
! Let someone else know where you will be

b. Gloves and safety gear

sampling and approximately how long you

! Always carry out visual and smell checks

will be gone

first and if the water is obviously polluted
don’t put yourself at risk
! Wear gloves, regardless of whether the
waterway is polluted or not, so you don’t
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! Never survey alone. It is best to work with at
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! Do not allow children to sample without adult
supervision

d. Others
! Carry water with you to drink. Do not drink
water from the water sources you are
testing as it may be polluted. In particular,
when sampling in urban areas, do not put

All chemical waste used in water quality tests
should be collected in a leak proof bottle and
disposed of into the sanitary sewer system

3. Protecting property owners

your hands near your mouth, or eat or drink

Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act

while testing the water

(1992)

! Wash hands before eating

all

landowners

(e.g.

industrial

or

commercial operators and farmers) have a duty
to warn visitors of any significant hazards that

! Be particularly careful if you have cuts or

they know of on their property. This Act has led

abrasions. Wounds must be covered to

to most landowners having much more stringent

prevent contact with water

rules about visitors and makes them unwilling

! Carry a cell phone or know where the nearest

to allow non-work-related visitors to their properties.

phone is located and carry coins /phonecards

For site owners to fulfil their obligations under

in case you need to make an emergency call.

the Act and safely allow groups and individuals

! Put all solid waste such as used gloves,

to visit their properties the owner will need to

empty reagent containers and any other

complete a hazard checklist. This is one reason

rubbish from the day into a rubbish bag

why many property owners may be reluctant

! Put glass waste into recyclable glass container

to allow you or your group access to their
properties unsupervised. If contact has been

If many of these risks are not easily overcome
then consider using the visual/smells check
method as your main form of assessment. You
may be able to link in with another monitoring

made before it is advisable for you to contact the
property owner a day or two before the trip to
ensure that no additional hazards have cropped
up since your last communication.

group or agency to obtain other kinds of data.

2. Your environment
! Minimise damage to stream banks and beds
at monitoring, entry and exit points
! Return all live sample organisms to the stream
! Take away more litter than you brought in
! Avoid sampling macroinvertebrates from any
site more than four times a year

Remember:
! If you must cross private property to reach
your monitoring site, first seek the property
owner’s permission
! If you need to cross any farmland remember
to close all gates after you. If you need to
climb a fence, do this at a post to avoid damage
! Provide property owners with a copy of the
results
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4. Incident management
procedure

from other catchments in the region with

As you carry out your Wai Care activities you will

larger than these maximum values (except for

probably encounter a variety of pollutants, and

dissolved oxygen) indicate the likely presence

possibly polluters too. Wai Care, like other

of pollution.

specific land uses, has been supplied in Book 6
‘The Fact Sheets’ for comparison. Values much

community based programmes, regards the
‘policing’ of the environment as a job for trained
and legally mandated Council officers. Council
officers have broad powers under the Resource
Management Act (1991), including:
! Enter

the

property

of

those

parties

suspected of polluting to gather evidence
(RMA Sections 332 and 333)
! Require remedial works or preventative
actions (Section 330)

5. Reviewing your programme
Take the time to review your programme as a
group every now and then.
You can decide if the objectives and methods
you are using for your project are still relevant
and

appropriate,

and

rearrange

individual

responsibilities to suit current membership. New
members may be bursting with enthusiasm and
energy and it would be a shame to waste it!

! Undertake prosecutions for illegal activities

During any review seek feedback from the group

(Section 338) (e.g. Breach of Section 15 for

about what is working, what is not, and what

discharges of wastes)

aspects of the programme need to be developed

! Seek enforcement orders (Section 314)
! Produce Abatement Notices (Section 322)
! Issue an Environmental Infringement Notice

further. Be prepared to alter your plan to reflect
changes in your group’s direction and priorities.
For example, as you become more practised in
your monitoring methods you may want to start

A pollution incident could be defined as any test

using your data to document water resource

result or observation, which is outside ‘normal’

problems with more accuracy and confidence. If

values for your catchment that is caused by

you want to use your data to influence the decisions

human activity.

of others the information you collect must be

This definition works well for situations that
cause visual changes or smells. Unfortunately it
is not particularly helpful for water quality if you
don’t have any data on normal levels for your
catchment. A range of water chemistry results
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considered credible. The best way to ensure
credible data is to develop a Quality Assurance
Plan. Your Wai Care co-ordinator can help you
develop a plan that will meet your goals.
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